TIGA ABDUL with Tlatomi method
4 hour chart Setup:
Moving Averages
5 EMA (BLUE)
9 SMA (ORANGE)

FX Sniper’s Ergodic CCI & Trigger (0 BLUE, 1 RED)
SHI Silver TrendSig (0 BLUE, 1 RED)

ENTRY:
Secondary Signal
a) Dot appear or/and
b) CCI cross.
Primary signal
a) 5/9 cross.

EXIT:
Secondary Signal
a) Opposing DOT appears, or
Primary Signal
b) When CCI cross (more often) or 5/9 cross
ENTRY SIGNAL
How do you know when an entry signal is coming?
Before any 9/5 cross, the other indicators usually will confirm its arrival.
•
•

SHI dot will appear. The colour will tell you of the upcoming trend. BLUE
for BUY and RED for SELL
CCI will cross. When the signal is SELL, the RED line should be on top of
the BLUE line and viceversa

It does’nt have to be in this order, but usually it does.
When the secondary signals appear, prepare to enter. As soon as the cross
happen, the indicator will paint the arrow showing the trend. I don’t usually wait
for the next bar to be formed, unless the secondary indicators didn’t show any
sign of an entry signal coming (which is rare).

EXIT SIGNAL
Now you are in a trade. When do you really exit?
In professional trading, there is 0% room for greed. Theres a saying in my
native language, “ Orang TAMAK selalu rugi”. It means, a GREEDY person
will always lose.
Moving average is a lagging indicator, therefore a sudden trend can occur
unexpectedly. In my opinion it is safe to keep just 10pips. Therefore, your exit
strategy is 10pips. But, sometimes, the trend can be very strong & exiting
early could be a waste of opportunity. This is not greed, but common sense.
You cant argue with God when God decided to give you more! Be thankful☺
Anyway, another exit strategy would be:
Upon reaching 10pips, exit 50% or 70% of the lots. Keep the remaining lots
until:
•
•

The next dot appears (Secondary) or
The CCI again (Primary)

The logic is simple, the dot & CCI represent early signals of trend
reversals.
You may asked, why didn’t I wait until the next 5/9 cross again?
Well, the 5/9 cross signals a trend change. Meaning, you will lose some good
pips or you may even turn a good trade into a bad one (rare). But when none of
the secondary indicators are present, it is safe to say to exit on 5/9 cross.
However this seldom happen.
Other exit strategies
Im a big fan of Vegas, simply because his system works! And the guy has
personality & style. The fibonacci lines drawn by his indicator are simply a work
of art. It acted like a cystal ball. Many times, the prices will stop and retrace
whenever it hits the FIBs. Its like a force field that gave the price a hard time
penetrating it. But, when it does, armed with Price analysis, you can easily tell,
when the trend continues or when the price will be pulled back below the fibs.
Sidus method also influence the birth of Tiga Abdul. Its simplicity and
effectiveness is undeniable. His thread are probably the most popular thread in
this Forum.
As a conclusion, In many cases, I always check on Vegas & Sidus tunnel to
confirm the swing trend of the day. This has help me tremendously when I want
to keep my trade open. The Trend is your firend.
I purposely keep this PDF simple, so any questions can be discussed inside the
tlatomi thread for all to see & learn. I will do my best to answer as many
questions as possible but, I also hope, other traders to help me answer any
obvious questions that might be asked by any new trader.
I welcome any suggestions & comments.
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